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Listen, this is going to help you get more Clients Instantly..

 Get Instant Access to our 7 Facebook Ad Frameworks

These Done For You Frameworks Will Help You Start Bringing In
More Leads, Booked Calls and Clients This Week..

 Yes! I Want Instant Access to the Client Grabbing Frameworks! Just 2 Payments of $97

Get Instant Access to the 7 Frameworks For Just 2 Payments of $97
  7 Client Grabbing Ad Frameworks: These are the exact frameworks we use for our $10,000 a month clients, which
we use to get them up to 700 pre-sold appointments a month.
  Video Breakdowns: So you can truly understand the framework, why it works, and how you can implement it right
away to start bringing in more leads and clients this week.

Framework #1 - $397 Value
  Walkthrough Of Our Agency Case Study Funnel: This Framework walks through my most successful Agency Funnel
which brings in clients for $4 - $10,000 a month. It's a simple Case Study funnel I put together and I go over the whole
thing, the ad, the optin page, the case study, the booking page, and the homework page.
  Full PDF Breakdown: This framework has a full breakdown of the targeting we used, the cost per lead, cost per
booked call, earnings per booked call and so much more.

Framework #2 - $197 Value
  "The Demonstration" This Framework walks through an ad & webinar funnel that brings in High Ticket Clients every
single day using what I call "The Demonstration Ad" which establishes your expertise and presells your targeted
prospect way before they ever click on your link. I breakdown the ad, the sales funnel, and so much more.

When you do this ad correctly, you're able to close a lot higher whether you're on the phone or if you send them to
a regular order form.

Framework #3 - $197 Value
  "The Trojan Horse" Imagine flying under the radar of even the most skeptical prospects in a very jaded market, well
this is exactly what this framework does, and that's why we call it the Trojan horse. This ad is attached to a funnel that
does $30 Million Dollars in Sales a year and we break it all down for you on Video.

Framework #4 - $249 Value
  "Simple Works" We go over some of the best Facebook Ad Copy you will ever see, which leads to an extremely
simple funnel that's currently bringing in over $350,000 a month in sales. When you see how this copy is written, you're
going to be forced to try it yourself..(and you're going to make a ton of money from it too!)

Framework #5 - $49 Value
  "Template" This ad & funnel gives prospects a template to make them get a specific result easier. People love
templates, so you're able to get cheap leads and pick up clients quickly.

Framework #6 - $129 Value
  "Let Me Prove It First" Want to pick up clients without having to sell too hard? Well you can run this "Let Me Prove It
First" campaign which will take all the risk away from the client and make it an easy sale for you. Now you have to do this
right or it won't work, so make sure you watch the full video.

Framework #7 - $179 Value
  "Branding + Retargeting" This ad framework allows you to bring prospects through a specific set of videos that
presell, establish authority, then finally ask for the prospect to book a call.
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You're able to establish goodwill, show them that you're legit, and ultimately close at a much higher price point
because of this.

Total Value = $1,397

100% No Questions Asked Money Back Guarantee

If at any point you don't believe the Frameworks are for you, simply email us and we'll refund you
your money no questions asked.

You literally have nothing to lose and everything to gain, all the risk is on us.

Just imagine how many new clients you'll be able to bring in every single week when you have ads
that actually work and bring high quality prospects for you that become clients.

Get In For $97 Right Now - Then 1 More Payment of $97 30 Days Later

 Yes! I want Instant Access to the Client Grabbing Frameworks! Just 2 Payments of

$97

No Thanks Mike, I'll pass on all of the clients the framework would help me get..
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